MODULE 4 : IMPROVING FACILITATION SKILLS TO
FACILITATE URBAN STRATEGIC PLANNING WORKSHOPS

OUTCOMES OF THIS MODULE
•
•
•
•

Refresher on the Important Elements of Facilitation
Peer Learning on Lessons Learnt from Facilitation Experiences
Emphasize the Importance of a Facilitation Plan
Peer Learning on Facilitation Role Play
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MODULE 4A :Brief Overview of Facilitation

What is a Facilitator?
Latin root of “facilitate” is “to enable, to make easy”
What is the difference between a Facilitator and a
Leader
Facilitators are content neutral – help groups work through a
process by focussing on the outcome (strategic).
Leadership is something you do to a group, while facilitation
is something you do with a group.
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Characteristics of a good facilitator
Calm

Assertive

Humble
Analytical
Good
Time
Keeper

Open

Optimistic

Positive
Energy

Good
Listener

Empathetic

Sensitive

Respectful

Patient
Able to Read
People

Flexible

Articulate

Confident
Able to
Depersonalise
Disciplined
Focussed

Innovative
Understanding

Quick
Thinking
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Are people born
facilitators or
made?
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Blunders that a Facilitator can Make
Create an Us and Them Situation
Talks Down to People
Becomes Defensive
Uses Negative Body
Language

Stereotypes
Personalise the Outcome

Forces a Position
Displays Favouritism

Arrives Late

Is Bias
Is Not Prepared

Becomes over Emotional

Does not Listen

Loses Control

Shows Disrespect
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MODULE 4B : Importance of a Pre-Workshop Meeting

Facilitation Exercise

Your Municipal Manager/ CEO has asked you
to facilitate a stakeholder workshop to test the
draft IDP/ CDS/ TDS with key stakeholders in
your municipality.
How would you go about doing this task?
Describe what you would do pre-workshop.
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Purpose of a Pre Workshop Meeting
Determine the needs,
expectations, purpose
& outcomes for the
workshop

Understand the
targeted audience and
or possible group
dynamics

PRE WORKSHOP
MEETING

Build rapport and a
sense of confidence
with your host
department
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MODULE 4C : Importance of a Facilitation Plan

What is the difference between a Facilitation Plan
and a Workshop Programme?
Programme

Facilitation
Methodology

Resource Plan
Facilitation
Plan

Venue Set Up

Roles &
Responsibilities

Workshop
Evaluation
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MODULE 4D : Facilitation Methodologies

Different facilitators use different
methods
The MILE team employs a
particular method known as
PARTICIPLAN
This ensures that ALL participants
actively participate in the planning
session
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How does PARTICPLAN work?
•
•

•
•
•

Involves group work with
participants seated at tables
Depending on the subject matter,
a set of questions are developed
Groups use flipchart paper provided to answer
questions
Next they prioritize responses on CARDS
Cards are assembled on a board then
photographed and presented in plenary
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MODULE 4E : Workshop Evaluation

• It is important to ask workshop
participants to evaluate the
workshop. This helps you to
improve in facilitation & content
• Keep the evaluation form simple
• Have your own evaluation session
as an internal team soon after the
workshop
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MODULE 4F : Facilitation Role Play
Your Municipal Manager/ CEO, has asked you to assist the
neighbouring municipality of Mooi Plek. They are planning to
have their Urban Strategic Planning Review Workshop from the
8-10 June 2016.
You are required to be the lead facilitator for this workshop. As
the Lead Facilitator you need to be aware of some of the
dynamics in the municipality such as the ongoing service
delivery protests, political rivalry between and within parties,
tension between senior municipal officials and politicians.
Some of the stakeholders who will be attending this workshop
will be a disgruntled mayor, defected deputy mayor, seasoned
speaker, businessman, drunkard, unemployed youth, etc
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MODULE 4F : Facilitation Role Play
You therefore need to prepare yourself for a possible
explosive workshop.

This role play facilitated session will be
ONE HOUR long. It is hoped that you
will begin to implement some of what
was covered in this master class such as
ground rules, ice breakers, expectations
and a VISION STATEMENT needs to be
crafted by the end of the one hour.
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MODULE 4F : Facilitation Role Play

SHARING LESSONS LEARNT FROM THE
ROLE PLAY

Analyse the lessons learnt as though
you are part of the facilitation team
• What was done well in the role play?
• What needs to be improved on and or
done differently
• Were there any complete blunders?
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MODULE 4F : Facilitation Role Play
Some of the preparations for the facilitation team should include the
following:• venue – try to check the venue before the workshop, give
instructions on venue set up, determine where the plug points are,
check for sufficient wall space, ensure there’s a screen / wall to
project, check proximity of toilets, provide meal & tea times, check
for sound system, ensure there’s a registration table and facilitators
table, determine if the tables will have water, sweets, writing
material
• stakeholder invitations – has the process owner done this, who was
invited to attend, how many
• pre-workshop meeting to develop a rapport and determine needs
and expectations
• develop a facilitation plan
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MODULE 4F : Facilitation Role Play
• roles and responsibilities of the facilitation team viz documentation,
facilitation rotation, logistics co-ordinator, trouble shooting, meet
and greet
• accommodation – where will workshop participants be staying.
This is important in case you need to work till late at night
• workshop materials – draw up a list of what you need and
determine whether you will carry this or the process owner will
provide
• try to meet senior politicians and officials on the morning of day
one before the workshop begins to build a rapport
• determine times to meet with the process owner throughout the
workshop to review and evaluate
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Quotable Quotes
• Having a workshop without a facilitator is as
effective as a team trying to have a game
without a referee
• “Each of us guards a gate of change that can
only be unlocked from the inside. We cannot
open the gate of another, either by argument
or by emotional appeal.” Marilyn Ferguson, Educator and Writer

• A good facilitator can help turn a bad
situation around and a bad facilitator can
make a good situation go bad
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